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Features and Benefits

• Easy to use interface

• Accessible anywhere on your company’s network

• Access Oasis on your laptop, tablet, or desktop computer

• State-of-the-art Productivity Display

• Easy to view divert confirmation data

• On screen alerts for eStop, bin full, and bin present notifications

• Works seamlessly with NPI’s Reporting Tool

• NPI’s expert software and service team will set up or modify your sort plan to fit your needs.

• View barcode information, dimensions, and the weight of each successfully sorted parcel

• Displays important statistics and information on large TV monitors

• Displays the bin destination of successfuly sorted parcels

• On-screen controls to start and stop the Xstream Sliding Shoe Sorter

• Standardized and secure API for interface into your sort control system
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Oasis Sorting Logistics Software

Oasis is NPI’s proprietary web-based software program 
developed with ease-of-use and simplicity in mind. The 
software is designed to improve the logistics of your 
operation and reduce labor requirements through accurate 
sorting of parcels. It is easily accessible from anywhere on 
your company’s network, allowing you to access the Oasis 
interface from your laptop, tablet, or desktop computer. 
Oasis features a state-of-the-art productivity display that 
shows information and statistics in real-time for the Xstream 
Shoe Sorter. The productivity display shows the current 
throughput and read rate of your sorter, informing you how 
many parcels have been sorted per hour.

In addition, if your company utilizes a Dual Sided 
Xstream Sorter, Oasis displays the read rate and 
percentage of pieces sorted for each side of the sorter. 
It includes on-screen alerts such as eStop notifications, 
bin full notifications, and bin present notifications. 
Starting from the installation of your sorter and onwards, 
NPI’s dedicated software and service team will expertly 
configure and optimize a sorting plan that aligns with 
your company’s needs, effectively improving accuracy 
and speed while simultaneously generating a return on 
investment.

Web Based Software Live KPI Dashboard

Simple User Interface with parcel sortation data
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NPI is a proven leader in automated sorting solutions. For over 45 years, 
our automated solutions have set the standard for affordable, high-
speed, low-maintenance automated parcel and letter sorting systems. 
Our team of experts engineer, design, manufacture, and install sorting 
systems, offering continued customer support through customizable 
service plans for preventative maintenance, equipment service, parts, 
and 24/7 customer support. We manufacture sorters to reduce labor re-
quirements, increase production, and improve operational efficiency for 
sorting letters, flats, and parcels such as polybags, boxes, and difficult 
irregularly shaped packages. NPI customers are just as diverse as we 
are, ranging from 3rd party delivery, last-mile, courier services, financial 
institutions, posts, B2C, pharmaceutical, distribution, e-commerce, and 
warehouse operations. NPI’s automated sorting solutions are expertly 
engineered to be modular and versatile, a reflection of NPI’s unwavering 
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